proposed here was investigated for English and Thai languages combined. The proposed system recognises each name by using an approach for whole word recognition. In the proposed system, the Gaussian Grid Feature (GGF), and Modified Direction Feature (MDF), together with a proposed hybrid feature extraction technique called Water Reservoir, Loop and Gaussian Grid Feature (WRLGGF) were investigated on full word contour images of each name sample. Artificial neural networks and support vector machines were used as classifiers. An encouraging recognition accuracy of 99.25% was achieved employing the proposed technique compared to 98.59% for GGF, and 96.63% using MDF.
INTRODUCTION
Off-line Automatic Assessment Systems (OFAAS) and Student Identification Systems (SIS) benefit from off-line handwriting recognition techniques. There is not much work that has been reported on SIS [1] . In addition, there is only a small amount of research focusing on OFAAS [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . Commonly for manual assessment, when the marking of examination papers is concluded, the marker has to rewrite each student's mark onto a marking summary sheet. One problem of transcribing the mark of each student is that it could be error prone as the assessor may mistakenly ascribe the examination mark against the wrong student name.
This paper proposes a sub-system of an OFAAS called the Bilingual Student Identification System (BSIS), the two languages being Thai and English. The BSIS was created based on the fact that in some Thai examination papers, both Thai and English student names (written their names in Thai and English languages), together with the student number were written down to identify each student. For the BSIS, once the marking process is completed, the report on each student's mark is automatically produced. Having such a system would reduce the chance of mismatching the student's names and their marks.
The BSIS was employed on the Thai and English languages to identify students' first and last names (name components). To the best of the authors' knowledge, there is no off-line bilingual automated assessment systems proposed in the literature. Also, there has not been much work done on Thai whole word recognition, and especially not on writer identification as per the work that is proposed here. This is due to the nature of the Thai language (see Section II-B).
BSIS recognises Thai words as well as English words; however, Thai words have different characteristics when compared to English words. In order to develop a BSIS that efficiently recognises both languages, a new feature extraction technique has been applied to the system. A novel hybrid feature extraction technique called Water Reservoir, Loop and Gaussian Grid Feature (WRLGGF), together with the Modified Direction Feature (MDF), and Gaussian Grid Feature (GGF) were employed in a performance investigation and comparison. Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) were used as classifiers to compare the recognition rates on the techniques. As there is no suitable dataset of Thai name components available, a new dataset was created to be used for experimentation of the proposed system. Altogether, the dataset used in the present research consists of 4,120 handwritten name components.
The remainder of this paper is organised into three sections. Section II describes the methodology employed in this research. Section III details the results obtained and puts forward a discussion and analysis. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section IV and future work is also described.
II. METHODOLOGY
This section discusses the methodology and techniques used in conducting the research. The topics in this section include the proposed system (block diagrams), data collection, nature of the Thai language, proposed methodology, and the experimental setup.
The proposed methodology includes data collection, image processing, and the investigation of the WRLGGF, MDF, and GGF features in conjunction with classifiers employing different parameters in order to achieve the optimum results. Classifiers used in conducting the proposed BSIS experiments are ANNs and SVMs. Fig. 1(a) illustrates a block diagram of a complete OFAAS, which consists of a main component and this is composed of a short answer question automatic marking module, and a BSIS, which is a sub-system of OFAAS. BSIS identifies students from their name components (first and last name). Once both processes are completed, the full report containing a list of students who attended the examination along with the marks they achieved is produced. The BSIS process begins with the data collection of the students' name components. The scanning process is used to transform raw data into digitised patterns. Binarisation and preprocessing, including line and word segmentation, noise removal, filling and skew correction are then applied to the images.
The feature extraction techniques which were selected for investigation are the newly proposed WRLGGF, MDF and GGF. After the feature vectors are generated by applying each technique to the relevant digital images, the features are then input to the ANNs and SVMs for training, and testing for the recognition/identification process. The BSIS recognition accuracy rate was evaluated once the results were obtained. A proposed BSIS block diagram can be found in Fig. 1(b) .
A. Data Collection
There has been no publicly available dataset of Thai language handwritten name components from examination papers; as a result, a data collection process was performed to create a custom dataset. The dataset collected for the proposed system is the first of its type in the Thai language. In the research proposed here, the recognition of words was based on one writer per name components. Upon request, the dataset is available for download to the research community. One hundred and three volunteers, both male and female, provided handwritten Thai language first and last names in order to be used for training and testing the proposed BSIS. In total, there were 2,060 (206 name components u 10 samples of each name component) samples obtained. This Thai dataset was subsequently combined with the English dataset.
The English name component dataset was obtained from the authors' previous work [1] plus 6 additional English name components from 3 writers. To sum up, the bilingual dataset was increased to 4,120 (412 name components u 10 samples of each name component) samples. All samples were written with minimum constraints (e.g. writing instruments and handwriting styles were not restricted within the given space). Since the Thai name component dataset was collected at a different time to the English name component dataset, most the writers were not from the same group of people and therefore most of Thai and English names are not matched (did not belong to the same person).
Each volunteer wrote their name components one after another, ten times. Even though the volunteer wrote their name components one after the other, intra-class variations were observed (Fig. 2) . Some of the name components are particularly long, for example, สวรรค์ บรรจบริ การ, and Chalermwutthiphong.
For the Thai language, one of the name characteristics is that the name components may begin with, end, or include some common words for name components such as "wat", "chai", "ya", "kit" (วั ฒน์ , ชั ย, ยา, กิ ต, respectively), and therefore can be quite confusing for automatic classification because of the common characteristics, which were shared by the volunteers. In summary, the dataset contains names with quite varied word lengths (from 2-7 syllables which can be up to 18 characters), some duplicated last names, and some of the name components containing common words within each component. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Intra-class differences were found and name component duplication of different writers exist (the name components of "Jooywattana" were written by two different writers).
B. Thai Language
The Thai language is considerably different from the English language. It consists of 44 consonants, 18 vowels, 4 voice tones, and 3 special symbols. Excluding Thai numerals, there are up to 69 characters in the Thai language. Heads of Thai characters, which are small loops, play an important role because many of the characters look the same. Only the position or whether or not the head is present will identify what character it is.
The heads of a character can be found in various positions. An obvious example that shows the importance of the head is these three different characters that are only differentiated because of their heads: "ก", "ภ" and "ถ". Loops (heads of characters) can be found in many positions, including upper-left part of a character ("บ"), upper-right part of a character ("ห"), middle part of a character ("ฒ.), lower left part of a character ("ม"), lower right part of character ("น").
There is no space between words for the Thai language, which makes it hard to segment words from a sentence. For example "ตากลม" can mean sitting in the wind (ตาก ลม) or sitting with your eyes wide open (ตากลม). However this is not a problem for the research proposed here as the names were recognised as a whole (whole word recognition).
C. Student Name Component Dataset
For WRLGGF, GGF, and MDF extraction techniques, a total number of 4,120 word samples were used for classifier training and testing. 80% of the samples of each name were used as the training set, and 20% were used as the testing set. Altogether there are 412 u 8 = 3,296 samples used for training and 412 u 2 = 824 samples used for testing. Ten-fold cross validation was employed across all 4,120 samples for classification.
D. Image Acquisition and Preprocessing
Image preprocessing is a necessary operation which needs to be performed before the recognition process. The main purpose of image preprocessing is to develop useful canonical descriptions of shapes and surfaces in the given image [5] . Outputs from these preprocessing steps are used as input for the training and recognition phase; hence, some preprocessing techniques were applied in order to achieve the most valid output.
A scanner with 300 dpi resolution was used to perform image acquisition. The scanned images were stored in a grey-level format. After that, Otsu's thresholding algorithm was performed in order to obtain a binarised image [6] . Automatic line and word segmentation were performed using histogram projection. Line segmentation was performed first, and then word segmentation was performed in order to obtain each of the name components (first and last name). Salt and pepper noise removal and filling techniques were also applied. Skew normalisation was performed on each name image. Slant correction was not performed on any of the images to preserve the unique characteristics of each student name.
For each image, boundary extraction was performed to isolate connected components. A boundary extraction algorithm was employed [7] . After that, loop as well as upper and lower contour extraction was performed. It is to be noted that upper and lower contour extraction was performed in order to find upper and lower reservoirs only and not to be used as features themselves, therefore a skeletonisation approach was not considered in this research. Examples of preprocessing successive images are presented in Fig. 3 .
E. Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is one of the most crucial aspects of a handwriting recognition system. The objective of feature extraction is to extract the salient information that needs to be applied in the recognition process. It reduces data dimensionality by determining certain feature properties that distinguish input patterns [8] . A feature extraction technique called WRLGGF is proposed here. Also MDF and GGF extraction techniques were chosen due to their ability to successfully extract important features from images, which have enabled accurate recognition rates to be attained in a number of applications [3] , [9] .
Feature vector sizes of the three techniques are quite different; the WRLGGF vector size is 1,448, 121 for MDF, and 864 for GGF. It is noted that the three feature extraction techniques were applied separately and were not combined in any way. Five features that were implemented in this research being MDF, GGF, water reservoir features, loop features, and the proposed WRLGGF are explained here.
1) The Modified Direction Feature (MDF) Extraction Technique:
Originally, the MDF was created to extract direction and location information at background to foreground transitions from handwritten characters. However, in the proposed system, the MDF will be implemented to extract information from the whole word (each name component) image. Likewise, the recognition process will utilise holistic name information rather than recognising the handwriting at the character level.
MDF builds upon the Direction Feature [10] . MDF feature vector creation is based on the calculation of transition features from background to foreground pixels in the vertical and horizontal directions. The vector size is 121 when applying MDF to the full boundary image.
2) The Gaussian Grid Feature (GGF) Extraction Technique: The Gaussian Grid Feature [9] is a relatively new feature extraction technique. Originally, it was developed for the signature verification problem. The GGF employs pattern contours as its input. From the contour representation of a name component image, the contour image is divided into 12×12 zones of equal size. By tracing the contours in each block, the 4-direction chain code histogram of each block is created. A Gaussian smoothing filter (σ=1.2) is then applied to each directional 12×12 matrix. The value of each element of each matrix obtained in the previous step is then normalised by dividing its value by the maximum value of the four matrices. From the two-matrix pairs, horizontal (H) and vertical (V) matrices, left-diagonal (L) and rightdiagonal (R) matrices, two new matrices ( and ) are established by manipulating pairs of matrices of the perpendicular directions. The feature vector is formed by merging the six matrices H, V, L, R, and . The dimension of the output feature vector is 12×12×6=864.
3) Water Reservoir Feature (WRF) Extraction
Technique: Generally, the Water Reservoir (WR) feature was used in segmentation tasks in both numeric and word segmentation [11] , [12] . However, in the research proposed here, the technique was used to locate WRs found in upper and lower contours of images (refer to Fig. 4) . After the reservoirs are found, the features of these reservoirs are extracted. WR features were used in the research proposed here because both Thai and English have this property in their scripts (see Fig. 4 ). WR properties can be seen in Fig. 5 .
The WR principle supposes that if water is poured from the side of a script component, the cavity regions of the background portion of the component where water will be stored are considered as reservoirs of the component. To find water reservoirs, first upper and lower contours are found. The top reservoir (located at the upper contour) is found if the water is poured from the top of the component, and the bottom reservoir (located at the lower contour) is found where the water is poured if rotating the component by 180°.
For each contour image, the image was divided into seven equally-sized windows. In each window, once each WR was located (if any), seven WR features were extracted. The seven WR features used in this research are:
x WR area which is the area of the cavity region where water will be stored. The number of pixels inside a reservoir is tallied and is considered the area (1 feature). x WR level that overflows from a reservoir (1 feature).
x WR flow side is where the water flows from; this can be left, right or either side, if the flow level is the same for both sides (2 features). x WR base line (Y co-ordinate) (1 feature). x WR width and height (2 features).
The ratio between width and height was applied to each feature as none of the images were size normalised. The number of WRs is set to four per window based on the assumption that there are less than 4 WRs per window. This makes the WR feature vector 196 (7 windows u 4 WRs u 7 features) in size per contour image; and so makes the vector size equal to 392 for both upper and lower contour images.
4) Loop Feature (LF) Extraction Technique:
As the nature of both Thai and English languages may contain loops in each character and because for the Thai language, the loops play an important role in distinguishing characters (refer to Section B), the research proposed here also extracts features from loops found in images (please refer to Fig. 3) .
In order to obtain loop features, loop images are first divided into 3 zones (baseline, middle, and top zone). Then loops were located within each zone. Each zone allows fifteen loops to be stored in a feature vector. Each loop has four features being the loop area, which is obtained from the total number of pixels inside a loop, loop height, loop width and the zone that the loop is located in. Therefore, for the dataset investigated, the loop feature vector size is 192; the total number of 192 is comprised of 3 zones u 15 loops from each zone u 4 features of each loop + 12 additional features for the average loop area, average loop width and height, and total number of loops of each zone.
5) Water Reservoir, Loop, and Gaussian Grid Feature (WRLGGF) Extraction Technique:
The proposed WRLGGF was developed based on three feature extraction techniques being WRF, LF and GGF. WRF and LF can be found in both Thai and English, and are important character identifiers for the Thai language. WRF and LF were combined with GGF in order to extract the most salient information, so that the best recognition rates possible can be achieved.
From full contour images, the process of top contour, bottom contour, and loop finding was undertaken. From full boundary images, there are three that were retrieved, being top contour image, bottom contour image, and loop images (see Fig. 3 ). For the top and bottom contour, each reservoir was located, then reservoir feature extraction (described in E.3) was applied on each reservoir and recorded in a feature vector. Once top and bottom reservoir extraction processes were completed, loop feature extraction (explained in E.4) was processed and features retrieved from each loop were recorded in the vector. Finally, GGF was then applied on the full boundary contour to extract features from the image. The final WRLGGF vector, size of 1,448 (392 from WRF + 192 from LF + 864 from GGF), was retrieved and ready for input into the classification process.
It should be noted that two additional feature extraction techniques, which are LF combined with GGF (LGGF), and WRF combined with GGF (WRGGF), were also used in the experiments for recognition rate comparison purposes.
F. Classification
The ANNs were trained with the resilient backpropagation algorithm, which was selected above all others to address the problem of magnitudes of the partial derivative effects when using the sigmoid function (details about ANN settings can be found in sub-section G). For both MDF and GGF features, the neural networks were trained using 412 u 8 = 3,296 samples, and tested using 412 u 2 = 824 samples. For the experiments using SVM, libsvm [13] was employed in conjunction with the WEKA toolkit [14] . For training the SVMs, ten-fold cross validation was used across all 4,120 handwriting samples.
G. Experimental Settings
For both ANN and SVM settings and structures, there were 412 outputs for the 412 first and last names. The duplicated name components from different writers, for example "สุ วรรณวิ วั ฒน์ " from "เหมพรรณ สุ วรรณวิ วั ฒน์ " and "สุ วรรณ วิ วั ฒน์ " from "บุ ญส่ ง สุ วรรณวิ วั ฒน์ " were classified into 2 different outputs. However, in the recognition phase, "สุ วรรณวิ วั ฒน์ " can be recognised as either "สุ วรรณวิ วั ฒน์ " of เหมพรรณ's output or of บุ ญส่ ง's output. The BSIS will identify who the name component belongs to. This is applied to both languages. Classification into 2 different outputs was carried out because in the future it is believed that this will be useful in developing the BSIS that can identify and verify students from their name components.
For ANNs, the number of hidden units investigated was experimentally set from 30 up to 130 hidden units, incrementing by 1 at a time. The number of iterations set for training increased from 1000 up to 20000, incrementing by 1000 at a time. All ANNs were trained with Matlab 2011a default parameters for resilient backpropagation. For the SVM experimental settings, ten-fold cross validation was performed to get statistically meaningful results. The Gaussian kernel was used and the C parameter of the SVM was set to be 100.
H. BSIS Evaluations
Classification accuracy rates were evaluated by using the unseen testing dataset before being applied to the BSIS. The unseen testing dataset included 824 samples (20% of the 4,120 samples). Only the best classification outcomes using each feature extraction technique from both classifiers (ANN and SVM) were applied to the proposed system (also see Section III for more details).
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents recognition rates obtained from the ANN and SVM classifiers trained using MDF, GGF, WRGGF, LGGF or WRLGGF feature extraction techniques. ANNs and SVMs were trained using the five extraction techniques individually, and tested. The best recognition rates, together with their settings, are presented in Table I .
The best result of 99.25% was obtained using the WRLGGF in conjunction with SVMs. This result is 0.7% better than the GGF feature. The reason that the result is better when WR and LF were extracted from the full boundary (contour) images is that more important information was obtained and therefore assisted in the recognition process. The highest recognition rate obtained when applying MDF, which is 96.63%, did not outperform the recognition rates attained using WRLGGF (99.25%), WRGGF (99.17%), LGGF (98.81%), nor the original GGF which obtained 98.59% (all best rates were obtained using SVMs).
For all feature extraction techniques, the training times required when applying the MDF were shorter than WRLGGF, WRGGF, LGGF, and GGF due to its smaller feature vector size. Also as can be seen, better recognition rates were obtained when using SVMs as the classifier. After each of the name components were recognised, the BSIS was used to map them against each student's name components. In order for the system to identify the student whom the name components belong to, it employs the following criteria (refer to Fig. 6) .
When comparing the recognition rates of classifiers employing WRLGGF, GGF (MDF is excluded due to the poorer recognition rates received) extraction techniques and the identification accuracy of the BSIS with the human marker together with the above criteria, a 100% accuracy was attained. The 100% accuracy was obtained, mainly because of the efficiency of the feature extraction techniques used, combined with an ability of the BSIS and its criteria to identify who the name components belong to, and its ability to reject some name components for manual identification (see Fig. 6 ). In addition, both Thai and English names are available for each student name identification, even if some of the name components are misrecognised, the other name A related work found in the literature was performed in the context of automated assessment in the English language [1] with a different dataset size of 2,040 words. To be able to compare recognition rates attained from the proposed WRLGGF, more experiments were carried out by using the proposed WRLGGF together with WRGGF, LGGF and GGF techniques using the SVM on the English dataset of 2,040 words [1] . Recognition rates of the proposed WRLGGF together with a comparison of the existing system [1] and the proposed system are displayed in Table II. As can be seen, when using WRLGGF on the English SIS dataset [1] , and applying it to SVMs, a higher recognition rate of 99.61% was obtained compared to 98.59% for MDF, 93.62% for GGF using ANNs, and 99.55% of the original GGF using SVMs. It can be noted that even though the BSIS has a larger and more complex dataset (bilingual), the recognition rate achieved is comparable to the English SIS (99.25% for the BSIS compared to 99.61% for the English SIS respectively).
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This paper deals with a SIS for the bilingual scenario (BSIS). There is no work on BSIS in the literature; hence such work will be useful for the research community. This research presented a comparative performance analysis of five distinct feature extraction techniques within the context of a whole-word recognition system, which is proposed in the paper. Two of which (GGF and MDF) were originally designed for different purposes, character recognition and signature verification respectively, rather than handwritten whole-word recognition. The experimental results obtained in this research indicate that the performance of one of the proposed techniques is encouraging and comparable. The highest accuracy obtained by applying the proposed WRLGGF technique is 99.25% which is comparable to that which was obtained when the MDF extraction technique was employed (96.63%).
It is of interest to find that the newly proposed WRLGGF combination yielded a better recognition rate when comparing it to the original GGF. The additional WR and LF complemented GGF efficiently; better recognition rates were obtained for both SVMs and ANNs (from 69.66% to 78.15% for ANNs and from 98.59% to 99.25% for SVMs). However, more experiments will need to be carried out on a larger dataset with other scripts to observe the results. More languages may be investigated in the future to find out if the proposed system is generic enough to support a broader range of languages. Also, as the WRLGGF feature vector is quite large, compression/feature selection techniques may be applied in future work. Furthermore, a hybrid MDF combining LF and WRF, will be investigated.
In addition, the work will be extended to student verification so that the system can detect if the students who sat an examination were really those who own the name and not someone else.
